Experimental investigation of the drift and diffusion of small objects on a surface subjected to a bias and an external white noise: roles of coulombic friction and hysteresis.
We study the stochastic motion of a small solid block or a small water drop on a flat solid support in the presence of an external noise and a bias. The bias is caused either by inclining the plane of the support, as is the case with the solid block, or by creating a gradient of wettability, as is the case with a water drop. Both the solid block and the water drop exhibit drifted Brownian-like motion. There are, however, differences between the motion described here and that of a classical drifted Brownian motion, in that the Coulombic friction (for solid on solid) or wetting hysteresis (for water drops on a solid) accounts for a significant resistance to motion in addition to the kinematic friction. Although the displacement distribution here is non-Gaussian, the variance of the distribution increases with time, indicating that the overall motion follows simple diffusion. The diffusivity and the mobility of the solid object are considerably lower than the values expected when the diffusion is governed by only kinematic friction. The experimental diffusivity increases with the power of the noise with an exponent of 1.61, which is close to that (1.74) of an analysis based on the Langevin equation when the Coulombic friction is taken into account in addition to the kinematic friction. The ratio of diffusivity and mobility increases slightly sublinearly with the power of the noise with an exponent of about 0.8. The experimentally observed relaxation time of the process is, however, considerably smaller than the Langevin relaxation time. When the experimental ratio of diffusivity and mobility is taken into account in the distribution function of the displacement, the later quantity becomes amenable to an analysis that is similar to the conventional fluctuation relations.